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Today in luxury marketing:

Fashion execs react to tough French law on thin models

Did the French government go too far in its attempt to ban excessively thin models from the fashion industry, with
stiff fines and the prospect of jail time for brands that break the new law? asks Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

How Star Wars changed the way we dress

In the nearly four decades since George Lucas unleashed the universe of Star Wars on the world, Darth Vader masks
and Princess Leia donut buns have been Halloween-costume fixtures, and Star Wars logo T -shirts have become
ubiquitous. Nerd-punk sister duo Rodarte even emblazoned much of their Fall 2014 collection with screen prints of
Yoda, Han Solo, and the film's chilling space-scapes, and the latest film was celebrated with a special collaboration
of designs, called Force 4 Fashion, ranging from the literal (Ovadia & Son's stormtrooper robe) to the more
nuanced (Diane Von Furstenberg's Rey-inspired guipure lace gown), per Vanity Fair.

Click here to read the entire article on Vanity Fair

Givenchy's Riccardo Tisci on the red carpet, Instagram and the American dream

It has been a decade since luxury conglomerate LVMH put the unknown Riccardo Tisci at the creative helm of
Givenchy, one of fashion's most revered but, at the time, broken houses, says T ime.

Click here to read the entire article on Time

Luxury condo in New York resells at loss of more than $1M

It once seemed as if prices on superluxury apartments had nowhere to go but up in a stretch of Midtown Manhattan
known as Billionaire's Row, reports The Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on The Wall Street Journal
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